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Description

Hi there,

I try during 5 days, to get Redmine running on my debian wheezy.

But I keep getting this error : Redmine E: Sub-process /usr/bin/dpkg returned an error code (1)

I try purge, removing file, reinstalling, but nothing works.

So please I'll try to ask for something simple :

A FULL tutorial for installing Redmine 2.6.1 (LST) on debian Wheezy. (Using MySQL)

I'm about to use Jira, you can see how desesperate I am. :)

Please explicite, whitch version of Ruby and Rails we should use, and also whitch repository we have to use in order to have it work.

Just for information, I try almost 5 differents tutorial, and one get it Redmine working on port 3000, then I try to finish the toturial (get it

work on port 80. And I was unable to finish it. Here I'm today.

Need help.

History

#1 - 2015-01-28 04:01 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Resolution set to Invalid

Please use forum for question.

#2 - 2015-01-28 12:58 - chamie chamie

- Status changed from Closed to Reopened

Nice, and how can I get Redmine working ?

Any clue ?

Seriously closed the issue like this without a word. Thanks a lot, very helpful...

#3 - 2015-01-28 12:59 - chamie chamie

It's an issue about lack of documentation.

#4 - 2015-01-28 22:27 - Jean-Philippe Lang

- Status changed from Reopened to Closed

chamie chamie wrote:

Please explicite, whitch version of Ruby and Rails we should use, and also whitch repository we have to use in order to have it work.
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 The Ruby and Rails version that should be used is defined in the Redmine Gemfile (at the very top of the file). The appropriate version is installed

when running `bundle install` so you shouldn't have to worry about that.

We're not managing any debian repository or Redmine package. If you're having trouble with Redmine packages, maybe you should try to install it

from source as explained in RedmineInstall. Sorry but I'll have to close this, as we do not provide technical support in the issue tracker. We only track

issues about the Redmine core software here.
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